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The inter-track interference (ITI) can severely degrade the system performance of bit-patterned media

recording (BPMR). One way to alleviate the ITI effect is to encode an input data sequence before

recording to avoid some data patterns that easily cause an error at the data detection process. This

paper proposes a constructive ITI (CITI) coding scheme for a multi-track multi-head BPMR system to

eliminate the data patterns that lead to severe ITI. Numerical results indicate that the system with

CITI coding outperforms that without CITI coding, especially when an areal density (AD) is high

and/or the position jitter is large. Specifically, for the system without position jitter at bit-error rate of

10�4, the proposed scheme can provide about 3 dB gain at the AD of 2.5 Tb/in.2 over the system

without CITI coding. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4855955]

I. INTRODUCTION

To achieve high areal density (AD) in bit-patterned

media recording (BPMR), the spacing between bit islands in

the along-track and the across-track directions must be

reduced, thus leading to the increase of two-dimensional

(2D) interference.1 Practically, the 2D interference consist-

ing of inter-symbol interference (ISI) and inter-track interfer-

ence (ITI) can deteriorate the system performance

considerably if precautions are not taken.

Several 2D coding schemes2–5 have recently been pro-

posed to cope with the 2D interference in BPMR. For exam-

ple, a rate-7/9 2D coding scheme was introduced2 to avoid

the 2D interference by placing the redundant bits in fixed

positions at every 3-by-3 data array. Shao et al.3 presented a

rate-5/6 2D coding scheme, which had lower redundancy

and yielded better performance than the previous code.2 In

addition, a rate-4/6 modulation code4 was introduced to

remove the fatal 2D ISI patterns in holographic data storage.

Recently, Arrayangkool et al.5 proposed a recorded-bit pat-

terning (RBP) scheme to combat the 2D interference, but it

had high complexity and required large buffer memory.

In general, the ITI effect experienced in the detected bit

can be either destructive or constructive, depending on the

readback waveform of the detected bit and its surrounding

bits.5 Specifically, given a signal amplitude of an isolated

bit, the destructive/constructive ITI will decrease/amplify its

signal amplitude. As a result, when the readback signal of

the detected bit encounters the destructive ITI (DITI), it

could easily cause an error at the data recovery process.

To combat the DITI, we propose the constructive ITI

(CITI) coding scheme (or a new modulation code). Specifically,

an input data sequence is first split into four tracks in which will

then be encoded by a CITI encoder based on a look-up table

before recording onto a magnetic medium. This coding scheme

guarantees that the BPMR readback signal will not be corrupted

by the severe ITI, thus facilitating the data recovery process.

II. CHANNEL MODEL

Consider a multi-track multi-head BPMR system1,6 with

a rate-4/5 CITI coding scheme in Fig. 1. A binary input

sequence ak 2 f61g with bit period Tx is split into four

tracks fak;lg, which are then encoded by the CITI encoder to

obtain five data tracks fck;lg, where ck;l 2 f61g, before re-

cording them onto a medium. The readback signal from the

kth data bit on the lth track can be written as

rk;l ¼
X

n

X
m

hm;nck�m;l�n þ wk;l; (1)

where ck;l’s are the recorded bits, hm;n’s are the 2D channel

response coefficients,1,7 m and n are the time indices of the

bit island in the along-track and the across-track directions,

and wk;l is an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with

zero mean and variance r2.

In BPMR, hm;n’s can be obtained by sampling the iso-

lated island pulse response at integer multiples of the bit pe-

riod Tx and the track pitch Tz, i.e., hm;n ¼ Pð�mTx;�nTzÞ,
where Pðx; zÞ is the 2D Gaussian pulse response, x and z are

the time indices in the along-track and the across-track direc-

tions, fm; ng 2 f�L;…; 0;…; Lg, 2Lþ 1 is the length of

Pðx; zÞ, and L is an integer. In general, L should be large

enough to ensure that the tail amplitude of P x; zð Þ is small

(here, we use L¼ 1 for simplicity). Additionally, this paper

considers the 2D Gaussian pulse response of the form,7

Pðx; zÞ ¼ A exp
�1

2b2

xþ Dx

PWx

� �2

þ zþ Dz

PWz

� �2
" #( )

; (2)a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:

piya@npru.ac.th.
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where A¼ 1 is assumed to be the peak amplitude of the pulse

response, b¼ 1/2.3548 is a constant,7 Dx is the along-track

location fluctuation (or position jitter (Ref. 1)), Dz is the

across-track location fluctuation, PWx is the PW50 of the

along-track pulse, and PWz is the PW50 of the across-track

pulse. This paper assumes that the position jitters (Dx and

Dz) are modeled as a truncated Gaussian probability distribu-

tion function with zero mean and variance r2
j , where rj is

specified as the percentage of Tx.

At the receiver, the readback data sequence rk;lf g is

equalized by a 2D equalizer to obtained a sequence sk;lf g,
and is then sent to the 2D Viterbi detector1,6 to determine the

most likely recorded sequence ĉk;lf g. Finally, a CITI decoder

is employed to decode the 5-track data sequence ĉk;lf g into

the 4-track data sequence âk;lf g before grouping it to obtain

an estimated input sequence âk.

III. PROPOSED SCHEME

We assume that the read head reads the data at the lth
track, and the interference in the cross-track direction is lim-

ited to the two adjacent tracks ðl� 1Þ and ðlþ 1Þ. At the

read side, the five data tracks [rk;l, rk;lþ1, rk;lþ2, rk;lþ3, rk;lþ4]

are detected by an array of five read heads simultaneously

(or using one single read head to detect these tracks one by

one with the help of buffer memory).

In the RBP scheme,5 we analyzed the signal amplitude of

the kth data bit on the lth track (i.e., ck;l) for different 3-by-3

data patterns, i.e., 3 bits from the upper track [ck�1;l�1, ck;l�1,

ckþ1;l�1], 3 bits from the lth center track [ck�1;l, ck;l, ckþ1;l],

and 3 bits from the lower track [ck�1;lþ1, ck;lþ1, ckþ1;lþ1], in the

BPMR channel without noise. Then, we defined the data pat-

tern that causes the readback amplitude of the detected bit to

be an opposite polarity of the signal amplitude of the isolated

bit, ck;l, as a destructive data pattern.5 By analyzing all destruc-

tive data patterns, we found that most of them are occurred

when the kth bit of the adjacent tracks differs from that of the

center track, i.e., [ck;l�1, ck;l, ck;lþ1]¼ [1 �1 1] or [�1 1 �1].

Hence, we use this result to design the CITI code to avoid such

destructive data patterns to be written onto a medium.

Here, we propose the rate-4/5 CITI coding scheme (will

be explained later) for BPMR. The encoding and decoding

processes are performed based on the look-up table, which

can be constructed as follows. Define a vector cN
k;l � [ck;l,

ck;lþ1, …, ck;lþN�1] as a collection of the kth data bits from

the N adjacent tracks starting with the lth track. Specifically,

the CITI code maps the input data a4
k;l to the recorded data

c5
k;l before recording it onto a medium.

Because c5
k;l contains 5 bits, there are 25¼ 32 possible

codewords in total. However, since the data pattern

c3
k;j ¼ ½ck;j, ck;jþ1, ck;jþ2], where j 2 fl; lþ 1; lþ 2g, that

causes the DITI is either [1 �1 1] or [�1 1 �1], the codeword

that contains these data patterns must be discarded. In this

case, we found 16 prohibited codewords. Thus, only 16

(good) codewords, ~c5
l � [~cl, ~clþ1, ~clþ2, ~clþ3, ~clþ4], can be uti-

lized to construct the CITI code, as shown in Table I. With 16

codewords, only 4 bits (24¼ 16) are needed for the input of

the CITI encoder, i.e., a4
k;l. Finally, we can assign a codeword

~c5
l for each a4

k;l so as to generate the look-up table for the CITI

code, as given in Table I. Note that the recorded data c5
k;l is

the codeword that corresponds to the input data a4
k;l.

For decoding process, the estimated 5-track recorded

sequence fĉk;lg is decoded by a CITI decoder, which uses

the same look-up table in Table I, to determine the estimated

4-track input data sequence fâk;lg. Because of the noise, the

decoding process might not be able to perform correctly for

some data patterns ĉ
5
k;l¼ [ĉk;l, ĉk;lþ1, ĉk;lþ2, ĉk;lþ3, ĉk;lþ4] that

are not in Table I, i.e., ĉ
5
k;l 6¼ ~c5

l . To solve this problem, we

propose to apply the Euclidean distance8 concept in the CITI

decoder to measure the resemblance between ĉ
5
k;l and ~c5

l .

Specifically, for each codeword ~c5
l , the CITI decoder com-

putes the Euclidean distance of ĉ
5
k;l according to

dðĉ5
k;l; ~c

5
l Þ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP4
i¼0 ĉk;lþi � ~clþið Þ2

q
. Then, the estimated

FIG. 1. A channel model with the CITI coding scheme.

TABLE I. A look-up table for the CITI code.

4-Bit input data, a4
k;l 5-Bit codeword, ~c5

l

ak;l ak;lþ1 ak;lþ2 ak;lþ3 ~cl ~clþ1 ~clþ2 ~clþ3 ~clþ4

�1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1

�1 �1 �1 1 �1 �1 �1 �1 1

�1 �1 1 �1 �1 �1 �1 1 1

�1 �1 1 1 �1 �1 1 1 �1

�1 1 �1 �1 �1 �1 1 1 1

�1 1 �1 1 �1 1 1 �1 �1

�1 1 1 �1 �1 1 1 1 �1

�1 1 1 1 �1 1 1 1 1

1 �1 �1 �1 1 �1 �1 �1 �1

1 �1 �1 1 1 �1 �1 �1 1

1 �1 1 �1 1 �1 �1 1 1

1 �1 1 1 1 1 �1 �1 �1

1 1 �1 �1 1 1 �1 �1 1

1 1 �1 1 1 1 1 �1 �1

1 1 1 �1 1 1 1 1 �1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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input data â
4
k;l¼ [âk;l, âk;lþ1, âk;lþ2, âk;lþ3] corresponding to

the codeword ~c5
l that yields the minimum dðĉ5

k;l; ~c
5
l Þ will be

chosen as the output of the CITI decoder.

In addition, the reason why the code rate of 4/5 is chosen

can be explained as follows. First, we look at the number of

data tracks needed for an N-bit codeword. Then, for each N,

we ignore the total number of prohibited patterns so that the

total number of good codewords, NC, is obtained. Given NC,

the number of bits for the encoder input, M, can be computed

from M¼blog2 NCð Þc, where bvc is the greatest integer less

than or equal to v. Finally, the code rate, R, of the CITI code

can be calculated from R¼M/N. Here, we consider

N¼ {3, 4, 5, 6, 7}, whose code rate is {0.67, 0.75, 0.8, 0.67,

0.71}, respectively. Therefore, the rate-4/5 CITI code (i.e.,

N¼ 5) is preferred because of high code rate.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

We make a comparison between (1) the system with

CITI coding in Fig. 1, where the two outer tracks (l – 1) and

(lþ 5) contain random data (denoted as “With CITI”) and

(2) the conventional system where an input sequence ak is

written onto a single track with random data on adjacent

tracks (denoted as “Without CITI”). The signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) is defined as 10 log10ð1=Rr2Þ in dB. The 2D 3-by-3

symmetric target and its corresponding 2D 3-by-7 equalizer

are designed based on a minimum mean-squared error

approach1,6 at the SNR required to achieve the bit-error rate

(BER) of 10�4, where the 2D Viterbi detector for this 3-by-3

symmetric target employs the trellis having 36 states with 6

parallel branches between any two connected states.6

Fig. 2 compares the BER performance of the system

with and without CITI codes at the AD of 2.5 Tb/in.2

(Tx¼Tz¼ 16 nm) and 3 Tb/in.2 (Tx¼ Tz¼ 14.5 nm) without

position jitter, i.e., rj=Tx ¼ 0%. Clearly, the system with

CITI coding outperforms that without CITI coding, espe-

cially at high ADs. Specifically, at BER¼ 10�4, the pro-

posed scheme can provide about 3 dB gain at 2.5 Tb/in.2. We

also compare the performance of different schemes by plot-

ting the SNR required to achieve BER ¼ 10�4 as a function

of position jitter amounts in Fig. 3. It is apparent that the sys-

tem with CITI coding is superior to that without CITI cod-

ing, especially when the position jitter is large.

V. CONCLUSION

In high-density BPMR, the ISI and ITI can be consid-

ered as a major cause of performance degradation. This pa-

per proposes the rate-4/5 CITI coding scheme to mitigate the

ITI. The key idea is to prevent the data pattern that easily

causes an error at the data recovery process to be recorded

onto a magnetic medium. Simulation results show that the

system with CITI coding can provide a large performance

gain if compared to that without CITI coding, especially

when the areal density is high and/or the position jitter is

large.
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FIG. 3. Performance comparison for various position jitter amounts at

2.5 Tb/in.2
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